
CIME:some protools forComputer In the Middle EduationJérémy BarbayDavid R. Cheriton Shool of Computer SieneUniversity of Waterloo, Canada.Tehnial Report CS-2007-19Abstrat. We introdue Computer In the Middle Eduation (CIME), a family of software providingaess to some eduational data in exhange of further addition to this data. We present severalprototypes: VoaCIME, foused on gathering and teahing foreign voabulary assoiated to images;and CIMEQuiz, foused on multi-hoie questions on simple mathematial onepts. In partiular, wedesribe tehniques for the quality ontrol of the data submitted by the user, and tehniques to insure thegrowth of the database when it is used. While this work is partially inspired by the human omputationgames ESP [2℄, Peekaboom [5℄, Pheth [3℄ and Verbosity [4℄ from Luis von Ahn and his ollaborators,the approah illustrates new diretions of researh, suh as bootstrapping databases, where a smallinitial database is grown into a larger one by its mere use, and omputer in the middle tehniques,where the omputer provides a ommuniation interfae between users (rather than a game), but stillreovers useful data from it. This tehnial report desribes prototypes under development or yet to bedeveloped.Keywords: ESP, Peekaboom, Pheth, Verbosity, Human Computation, bootstrapping,Computer in the Middle, Language Eduational Software, Database of Solved Questions,Quizzes.1 IntrodutionLanguage eduational software suh as �Rosetta Stone� or �Before You Know It� are based onsome very simple software, and on expensive databases of images and sounds indexed in foreignlanguages. Note that although there already exists extensive image indexes in English [2℄, andditionaries translating words between English and foreign languages, ombining those to obtainimage indexes in foreign languages yields poor results: most languages are more spei� than Englishon one onept or another, and this kind of translation of the index loses most of the nuanes, whihare important when learning a foreign language. We desribe with VoaCIME how suh a databasean be bootstrapped from a small initial set of data into a database whih grows in size and qualityas more people use it, through a ombination of games of reognition. Note that those tehniques notonly applies to the labeling of images in other languages than English, but also potentially appliesto any other media suh as sound or even video. We desribe with CIMEQuiz how more omplexdata (e.g. more omplex foreign sentenes, mathematial onepts) an be similarly boot-strapped,through the use of template questions with multiple answers.Luis von Ahn and his ollaborators [2, 5℄ studied through various projets how to use humanomputation in order to solve problems whih are hard for omputers but easy for humans, throughonline games. They use a variety of tehniques to hek the quality of the data submitted, and



the seriousness of the user, in partiular to avoid spam. The tehniques of VoaCIME extend thetehniques illustrated by Peekaboom in the sense that users �pay� their aess to the data, eitherby reating additional data, or by heking the quality of data submitted by others. While theontribution of the user still has to be short and onise, this approah is more �exible than gamesas it allows slightly more �boring� tasks to be assigned to users. The tehniques of CIMEQuiz extendthe tehniques illustrated by Verbosity [4℄, as the more general type of questions allows to ombinethe answers of di�erent questions; and as the ombination of three roles in two games (instead oftwo roles in one game for Verbosity) allows to onsider questions with an unbounded number ofanswers.2 PrototypesWe desribe in this setion some software using the onepts of �omputer in the middle� and�bootstrapping�, and various tehniques to insure the quality of the data added to the database. Wewill review the various tehniques used in Setion 3.2.1 VoaCIMEWe present VoaCIME, an example of software providing the user with the aess to some databaseof images indexed in many di�erent language, in exhange of additions to the database or of somequality ontrol of the data ontained in the database.At the beginning of eah session, the user identi�es in a list a language in whih he onsidershimself to be an expert, and the language he desires to learn. Further on the user will be testedon its expertise for the �rst language, and will pay for his aess to the data related to the seondlanguage by ontributing data and/or validation in the �rst language.The session is then iterating ylially through two phases: the expert phase during whih theuser ontribute to the database, and the learner phase during whih the user aesses the databasesin a restrited way. Eah phase an be realized in several variants, whih are presented below. Wedo not present the variants by type of phase but rather by order of omplexity, for the sake ofreadability.Expert Phase of input: During this expert phase, the user labels images in his language ofexpertise. The goal is to input the basi data whih will be used to teah learners in this language.As a single image an represent several terms, for eah term α (e.g. dog) the expert is presentedwith four images whih are all assoiated with α, but so that the intersetion of the terms assoiatedto eah labels is redued to {α} (see Figure 1). Suh exhaustive assoiation of terms with images isprodued by tools like ESP[2℄1.The expert labels several terms during a single phase, inluding a few randomly hosen whihare already validated. The information entered by the expert is aepted and added to the databaseonly if it agrees with the data already validated. This data will be later validated only if a majorityof experts entered the same term. The expert is allowed to enter the following learner phase only ifthe information entered has been aepted.1 Alternatively, the information produed by a tool suh as Peekaboom [5℄ an be used to produe a single imagewhere the term to be entered is the only one present. 2



Fig. 1. Expert Phase, inputLearner Phase of one term mapping: The goal of this phase is to hek the memorizationability of the learner.At the beginning of the phase the learner selets from a list a onept that he wishes to learn(e.g. �animals�, �numbers�). Eah onept of the list orresponds to a prepared list of terms relevantto the onept and for whih there are relevant images indexed. The phase iterates randomly in thislist in rounds, eah round teahing and testing the knowledge of the learner on one spei� term.During eah round of the learner phase the learner is presented with one term in the learnedlanguage and four images, one image illustrating the term given and not the three other images (seeFigure 2). The goal of the learner is to selet the image orresponding to the term, by reognizingthe term in the learned language.When the learner selets diretly the orret image, the term is validated and not reused later.When the learner selets a wrong image, the term orresponding to the seleted image is shortlydisplayed, and the term is tagged to be revisited later in the session, potentially with di�erentpitures.Given a list of onepts already validated by the learner during this session, the softwaregenerates lessons suh that the answer of a round an be dedued using the knowledge or previousresults. For instane, knowing that the learner aquired the onept of numbers in the past andrequested a lesson on animals, the term orresponding to ��ve duks� in the learned language (e.g.�inq hiens� in Frenh) an be asked in onjuntion with images representing �one dog�, �two ats�,��ve duks�, and �10 birds�. The learner an then use previous knowledge (�inq�→�ve) to reognizethe right image and aquire new knowledge (�hiens�→dog) at the same time, making for a learningexperiene more based on suess.Learner Phase of one image mapping: The goal of this phase is to hek the reading abilitiesof the learner. 3



Fig. 2. Learner Phase, one term mapping Fig. 3. Learner phase, one image mappingIn a symmetri way to the one term mapping learner phase, during eah round the learner ispresented with one image and four terms in the learned language, one term illustrating the imagegiven and not the three others (see Figure 3). The goal for the learner here is to understand theterms enough to determine between them the one whih orresponds to the image.When the learner selets diretly the orret term, this term is validated and not reused later.The management of errors is slightly di�erent from the one term mapping learner phase. When thelearner selets the wrong term, both the orret term and the term wrongly seleted are tagged tobe revisited later in the session. As in the one term mapping learner phase, the image orrespondingto the term wrongly seleted is displayed, so that the learner an learn from his mistakes and anonverge to the right answer.Learner phase of input: The goal of this phase is to test the writing of the learner. Similarlyto the input expert phase, the learner is presented with four images having one term in ommon,and asked to type the orresponding term. If the term mismathes the term assoiated to the fourimages, the learner is presented with the solution and the �error� is reorded in the database forlater use in a expert phase of validation (see Setion 2.1).Expert phase of validation: The goal of this phase is to require the expert to answer whatappeared as mistakes during a learner phase. Some might be mistakes on whih the expert anomment for future learners doing the same mistake; and some might not be mistakes, but admissiblevariants, whih are entered in the database so that further learners false a more lever eletroniteaher.During eah round, the expert is given four images and a term α whih potentially mismathesthe term β assoiated to the four images, suh as a term typed in a learner phase of input. Theexpert must then deide if α is still a valid answer, and omment on his deision.The expert omments on several mistakes during a single phase, among whih the answer of afew is already known and used to hek the validity of his validation. The validity of his ommentsis heked by another expert phase (see Setion 2.1).4



Expert phase of double validation: The goal of this phase is to validate the omments enteredin an expert phase of validation, whih onstitute another form of free data submitted for additionto the database. This ase is di�erent of the data submitted in an expert phase of input, where thedata onsists of a single term whih an be ompared with other submissions and put to a majorityvote to validate it.The expert is presented with a mistake and several omments entered in an expert phase ofvalidation. It must approve the omments, and as before the validity of some omments is alreadyknown to hek his ommitment, and his validation will be put to a majority vote before it getvalidated.Future Work1. Obviously, it would be possible to extend the tehnique to other medias, suh as short sounds orvideos, asking the expert to identify terms in those videos. Adding sound would permit to teahthe pronuniation of words (although testing it might require muh more work). Adding videowould permit to manipulate better some onepts more omplex than terms: some onepts anbe expressed awkwardly through pitures (e.g. �the boy jumps from the table�, �the turtle wonthe ourse�)2. With some higher risk for abuse (and hene requiring some more advaned quality ontroltehniques, in partiular suh as the identi�ation of the users), it would be possible to require theexpert to input some sound, video or pitures. This will require muh more advaned tehniquesof quality ontrol, whih we disuss in Setion 3.3. Another extension requiring more advaned tehniques is to replae the hard written �lessons�desribing in English whih terms should be taught together by generated ones, suh asontologies. Suh lessons ould be generated using mahine learning tehniques, or alternativelyentered by one expert, and validated by other experts through a majority vote. This would alsorequire more advaned tehniques of quality ontrol.2.2 CIMEQuizWe present CIMEQuiz, a piee of software whih permits students to test their understanding of thebasi material of a ourse, while aquiring from them more testing material.The tehniques used are similar to the templates illustrated by verbosity and more generally tothe asymmetri veri�ation games illustrated by both Peekaboom [5℄ and Verbosity. Our tehniquesare di�erent in that they apply to questions with an unlimited set of answers (whereas asymmetriveri�ation games require them to be bounded), through the ombination of two omplementarygames on the same data.Both games are based on a few templates of multi-hoie question, parameterized by a domainand a property (see Figure 4 for some examples): �Among the following XXXXXXX, whih ones areYYYYYYY?� and its omplement �Among the following XXXXXXX, whih ones are not YYYYYYY?�, �Give
10 examples and ounter-examples of YYYYYYY among XXXXXXX.�, �Whih domain and property areidenti�ed by those examples and ounter-examples?�.The games an be played by two users onneted at the same time and randomly paired (asfor ESP or Peekaboom), or an be played o�ine, the omputer taking the role of any player. Eahplayer an assume one of three roles, A, B or C. The player in the role A inputs some positive andnegative examples of objets verifying the property; the player in role B tries to guess the property5



Among the following integers, whih ones areprime numbers?(y) 1 (y) 2(y) 3 (n) 4(y) 5 (n) 6(y) 7 (n) 8(y) 255 (n) 257
Among the following ountries, whih ones arein the European Union?(y) Frane (y) England(n) Switzerland (y) Italy(y) Germany (y) Romania(n) Croatia (n) Turkey(y) Spain (y) LuxembourgAmong the following properties on asymptotis,whih ones are orret?(y) 2n
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Among the following integer funtions, whih onesare in O(n5)?(n) 2n (n) 3n(y) n
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5 (y) (lg n)5(y) lg(32n) (n) lg(33n)Fig. 4. Some examples of questions, and of their possible answers in the database. Not shown here, the validity ofeah answer and question an be urrently validated or tested.from a set of positive and negative examples; and the player in role C just has to deide among aset of objets whih ones verify the property. The games are asymmetri, in that eah player has adi�erent role: the �rst game assigns the roles A and B, while the seond game assigns the roles Aand C.As the probability of two people wanting to play on the same topi at the same time an be small,it is important to support versions of the game for a single player, where the omputer assumesa role. During eah session the player is fored to yle randomly among the three roles, and theplayer assigned to role A does not know whih game he is playing (hene he does not know whihrole is assigned to the other player), nor if the other role is assumed by the omputer or a human.We desribe those roles below, how they ombine in two games whih produe and validated newdata for the database, and how eah role an be assumed by a player or the omputer.Role A: input The player with role A must input 10 examples and ounter-examples of objetsverifying a given property in a given domain (see Figure 5). This is the primary soure of inputin the database, and the quality of the player input annot be heked using the tehniques ofasymmetrial veri�ation illustrated by Peekaboom [5℄ and Verbosity [4℄, beause the number ofpossible answers is too large, or even potentially in�nite for some domains.If the other player is in role B, both players are ollaborating and both their sore is inreasedif B disovers the onepts in a few trials. If the other player is in role C, the players are opposed:only the sore of the player in role A is inreased if the player in role C wrongly identi�es a onept;otherwise only the sore of the player in role C is inreased.The quality of the input will be heked by the other roles, but the player with role A has aninentive to have at least some valid input to get a good sore: as the player in role A does notknow the role assumed by the other player, it must give orretly identi�ed examples to win in thease where the other player assumes role B; and at least some omplex and diverse examples in thease where the other player assumes role C.The omputer assuming the role A knows whether the player assumes role B or C. If the playerassumes the role C, the omputer puts together some erti�ed elements and some non-erti�ed ones,6



asking the player to on�rm or inform them. If no suh data exists, then any human player should beassigned the role A to produe suh a reording along with the data required. If the player assumesthe role B, the omputer replays a past reording of a human player assuming the role A. If no suhrole exists, then any human player should be assigned the role A to produe suh a reording alongwith the data required.Give 10 examples and ounter-examples of primenumbers among integers:(y) 1 (y) 2(y) 3 (n) 4(y) 5 (n) 6(y) 7 (n) 8(y) 255 (n) 257Fig. 5. Role A: given a domain and a property, the playermust enter 10 examples and ounter-examples of theproperty in the domain.
Whih domain and propertyare identi�ed by those examples andounter-examples?(y) 1 (y) 2(y) 3 (n) 4(y) 5 (n) 6(y) 7 (n) 8(y) 255 (n) 257Fig. 6. Role B: given 10 examples and ounter-examplesof a property in a domain, the player must guess adomain and a property.Role B: learn The player assuming role B must infer from 10 examples and ounter-examples ofobjets satisfying a property the domain of all objets and the property onsidered. This role heksthat the objets input by the player assuming role A are indeed answering the question: if not,the player assuming role B will never guess the domain and property. As there an still be severalaeptable domains (e.g. �numbers�, �integers�), the player with role B is allowed �ve submissions,and signaled when any of the domain or property is orretly identi�ed. The sore of both playersis inreased when the player with role B orretly reprodues the domain and property, and staysthe same otherwise.Programming the omputer to assume role B requires a bit more ingenuity: the omputerobviously knows the domain and property, but must simulate a human behavior so that the playerassuming the role A has an inentive to be truthful. For this purpose, the omputer assuming role

B must use the knowledge from previous games, with urrent and other domains and properties, toinfer from the player's example what the domain and property is. Data input by the player whihhas never been input before is ignored for this inferene, but reorded to be later validated whenthe omputer will assume role A.Role C: MCQ The player assuming role C must simply answer orretly a multi-hoie questionquiz to identify among a set of objets whih ones verify the property, in a minimum time. If theplayer with role C is inorret, the sore of the player with role A is inreased. If the player withrole C orretly identi�es all the objets presented, the sore inrease is divided between the twoplayers so that the player with role C gets more point if he answered quikly, and vie-versa.Programming the omputer to assume role C is straightforward: the omputer must and an onlyuse the data previously validated for this domain and property. Examples whih are not mathedby previous data is �passed�, as a human would on an unknown example.7



Among the following integers, whih ones are primenumbers?y n p 4 y n p 5y n p 6 y n p 8Fig. 7. Role C: given a domain, a property, and arandom seletion of objets in the domain, the playermust orretly identify whih objets verify the property.
Among the following integers, whih ones are notprime numbers?y n p 1 y n p 6y n p 7 y n p 255Fig. 8. Role C, variant: the player must orretlyidentify whih objets do not verify the property.Future Work� In the urrent state, the valid pairs of �Domain� and �Property� values are entered by theadministrator of the database, so that they stay in the ontext of the ourse taught. As thosean be interonneted between questions (a property on a domain de�nes a sub-domain, onwhih further properties an be de�ned), it would be interesting to extend the system so thatusers an be oriented to enter their suggestion of properties in some domain, using additionalroles and games to validate those entries.� As the protool was designed to minimize the burden on the user, it does not inlude anyidenti�ation of the user from one session to the other. It would be interesting to add suh afeature, �rst to memorize whih onepts where previously validated and to be able to suggestmore advaned topis, and seond to �rank� the user by the reliability of their input, heneproviding an additional inentive to provide input of high quality.3 Comparison to Previous Results3.1 Human Computation PriniplesThe two main general priniples illustrated by human omputation games suh as ESP [2℄,Peekaboom [5℄ or Verbosity [4℄ are of symmetri and asymmetri veri�ation game:� In asymmetri veri�ation game (illustrated by Peekaboom [5℄ and Verbosity [4℄), the �rst userassoiates to an input x (e.g. a onept) some output {y1, . . . , yk} (e.g. properties of the onept),and the seond user's interation allows to hek that this output indeed overs and is su�ientto desribe the input. partiular input is bounded. This tehnique is useful for ases where thenumber of inputs yielding a partiular input is bounded.� In symmetri veri�ation game (illustrated by ESP [2℄), one provides eah user with a singlequestion with many possible answers, and intersetion the answer set of eah user to identifythe most pertinent one. This tehnique is useful for ases where the number of possible outputsfor a partiular input is bounded.We used ombinations of asymmetri veri�ation games to extend the range of onepts managedby asymmetri veri�ation games. This onept an be extended to other appliations where thevalidity of an input annot be heked by simple omparison to previous inputs. This is not possiblewith a single game (as Peekaboom or Verbosity) where the number of possible answers must bebounded to be able to hek their validity.The tehniques illustrated by VoaCIME not only apply to the labeling of images in otherlanguages than English, but also potentially applies to any other media suh as sound or even8



video. The tehnique illustrated by CIMEQuiz, although similar to the approahes of Peekaboom andVerbosity [4℄ in the sense that it is based on an asymmetri on�rmation game, is di�erent in thatit ombines two omplementary games to deal with the unlimited number of answers for player withrole A: the role C serves to hek the orretion of those answers while role B serves to maintain atruthful inentive.3.2 Bootstrapping DatabasesWe propose aess protools to databases whih insure that the database grows in volume andquality proportionally to its usage. A similar onept was studied in Mehanism Design, where allplayers must ontribute to a ommon goal to improve its worth for all, and where the mehanismmust ensures that all players are pushed to ontribute either in equal part, or in parts proportionalto their bene�t (generalizing the �Prisoner's dilemma's problem�).This onept an also be extended to more omplex databases than those desribed for VoaCIMEand CIMEQuiz, suh as to databases where the diversity of the ontent of a database makes its quality,and where this diversity an be leveraged from the users in exhange of their aess. Possibleappliations inlude databases of solved problems to be used in assignment [1℄, researh papers(www.journal-ranking.om), amateur produtions of musi or video suh as on UTube or GoogleVideo.It is to be noted though that the appliation of this onept to large user-submission will requiremore advaned tehniques of quality ontrol, and in partiular the identi�ation of the users by anaount, to allow an expert to validate or invalidate an entry long time after the entry has beendone.Aknowledgment: The ideas presented in this report are a prolongation of many disussions withmany di�erent people over at least �ve years. A non-exhaustive list inludes Julien Sebot, JoelFriedman, Jason Hartline, Kate Larson, Mike Terry, Matthias Shulze, Kasra Zokaei and ThomasHazelton: thanks to all and to the others, potentially forgotten in this list.
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